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Taking Stock

Our goal:
Our goal is to
reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more
clearly, love HIM
more dearly, and
worship HIM
ever more
sincerely. These
monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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It‟s time to take stock, as we approach year‟s end. We must take inventory
1. Where have we been.
2, Where are we now.
3. What is left to do.
4. Where are we going.
5. Preparing for the next step.
All of these must be done, all of these must be accounted for! Where have we
been this year? Has each day been where GOD has appointed and anointed you to
be? Proverbs 27:8. Has each moment been in HIS Presence hearing HIS Voice, doing
HIS Will, not yours; till yours is HIS.
Where are you now? Most are close to clueless to average knowledge of
where they really are with GOD. Are you as in grade school, high school, college, or
post grad? Are you behind a year (or more), have you accelerated and are two years
ahead, where are you in The School and Life of GOD?
Without the knowledge of the prior two, you would be to deaf and blind to
that degree nearly of knowing in truth what is left to do that hasn‟t got done.
And you would know even less where are you going because it rests upon
and is intertwined with the knowledge of the previous three.
When the prior four are done and taken good stock of, and with THE HOLY
SPIRT scrutinized accordingly, then you can properly prepare for the next step, take
that step, execute that step and get the most done– getting it all done for HIS Glory.
Do your inventory. Write it down. Take stock, be honest, and then go on with GOD.
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The Heart of The Matter
Wrap it up
faster, work smarter,
but work. Do not „do
no: loose ends
your best‟ merely; do
no: almosts,
what is required to get
no: it‟s pretty good,
it done; do what is
no: well it‟s done
desired by GOD. HE
except…”
loves you, that‟s a
Finish it!. It was worth
given, but do the things
starting then it‟s worth
finishing. Wrap it up. No that please HIM. Do not
neglect one thing for
loose ends. Nothing
undone. It is end of year another. Do not pick
and choose. GOD did
again, you will not see
not ask– want- or need
this year again. You
your opinion, nor mine;
must complete what
you‟ve been given to do. just listen and obey, in
love; love to obey.
Work harder, work

„Finish it; Wrap it up!

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is
risen upon thee.”

GOD has not forgotten
you. HE has not left
you. Reach for HIM,
take hold of HIM.
Never let HIM go. HE
will be better than
your best dreams,
greater than your
wildest imaginations.
Learn HIS Ways, trust
HIM, rest in HIM.
With GOD,
everything, everything
is going to be alright!.

Remember, that HE is GOD
and we are not; then the
rest should be easy. Do not
exalt the: me-myself-and I;
the other unholy trinity.
GOD has a plan for you.
Ephesians 2:10. Everything
is set in motion. Life is for
living; show up. Get up. Get
going. And get finishing.
Many make a good start,
then sputter, then die out.
Why? Where‟s The Fire?
Where‟s The Love? Keep
your eyes and heart on
HIM, and wrap it up.

Push-it; Don‟t settle
You need to move
forward; push it; don‟t
settle. Drive through,
drive on, don‟t settle.
If it‟s hard or easy, it
doesn‟t matter, move
forward. When
something is hard,
and you encounter
resistance, you must
remember, greater is
HE that is in you, than

HE that is in the world.
1 John 4:4. You are an
overcomer; Romans
8:37, 1 John 5:5.
Whether you are close
to your goal or far
away, push it; you will
be that much closer
regardless of where
you were; and don‟t
settle. Settling is
giving up, making

excuse, stopping
where you should have
pushed in, stopping
where you should have
continued, settling for
less, when pushing it
until you get it would
have got you there.
Regret is a bitter pill;
push it and you will
never need to take it. It
is not on your Diet.
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Did you know
Giving up is not an option?
“He who faints in the day
of battle, his strength is
small.” Proverbs 24:10 For
the believer, we must
endure, we must push
through, we must never
give up, we must never
quit. Don‟t let fear stop
you. Worries must not
upset you, nor lack, hinder
you. Do not fear. Say no to
fear. Turn away from it and
lock your eyes and heart

only JESUS ; WHO is The
author and Perfecter of your
faith. HE will help you to
build your faith as you stay
focused, yes focused on
HIM.” Worry comes up: just
say with force to yourself:
“Don‟t worry about it.” This
is a decision. Change your
thinking and change your
emotions. Lack? Do it anyway.

GOD is your Resource.
Do what you are called to
do, now. Be strong.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Word: “ for
Truth is: Emet = AlephMem-Tav/w. It is a most
interesting Word, since
YESHUA even applies it
to HIMSELF: I am The
Way The Truth …” John
14:6. Further, The First
and The Last Letters of
The Word for Truth=
Emet; are also The First
and Last Letters of the

entire Hebrew Alphabet!
And here too, that is
Hebraicaly significant for
YESHUA calls HIMSELF
THE FIRST and THE
LAST… Revelation 22:13.
The middle letter: Mem,
has several meanings, yet
here it references: THE
MESSIAH; Thus The
Hebrew Word for Truth

also has The Names of

JESUS: HE WHO is THE
FIRST and THE LAST
and WHO would also be
THE MESSIAH of Israel.
And if you deny that HE
is GOD, and take the first
letter = Aleph=GOD=
away from truth, you are
left with The Word: mate
= corpse. Do not ever
try to change the truth. It
will leave you for dead.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
something must be said but
you do not want to be
offensive? Four things must
be done: 1. Ask GOD for the
wisdom to speak The Truth in
love. 2. Ask the person or tell
them that you would like to or
need to share something with
them, because you care; and
you must care, about them
and the desired outcome.
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3. Pray Psalm 91, the whole
Psalm, twice: once as is, and
the second time inserting your
name in it for Protection, then
Ephesians 6:10-17, and then
Zechariah 2:5, depending on
your Bible, it should say within
the verse: “LORD, be a wall of
fire around her, and The Glory
in her midst.” Apply that to
yourself and your familyPage 2
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business– contacts-friendsthe church, for a good start;
GOD will direct the rest also if
and when need be. 4. Bind the
strong man: satan, and any
opposing demonic forces from
interfering with your work for
GOD in the person‟s life. Then
speak, feel free, because you
now are to speak, share, love,
direct, help, and get it done.
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up
going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

For HIS Glory

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"
John 12:21

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, rightly dividing
The Word of Truth.”

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY
SPIRIT.

3.

4.

MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

We believe that THE
BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.
We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin
birth of THE MESSIAH.

6.

We believe in the Jewish
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7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the dead
on the third day according to
the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come again
to judge the world and reign
in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has the
power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE, is
the only ONE who can bring
peace to Israel and the
nations .
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